In the interaction of a high energy particle with a proton or nucleus, 9 the recoil spectrum of the target at very low momentum transfer is related simply. to the total cross section of the incident particle with the photon.
The interaction of one photon with another remains one of the fundamental but unmeasured quantities in particle physics. There has been a considerable discussion, both theoretical and experimental on photon-photon elastic scattering, ' y I-y-y -I-y, sometimes involving such Faustian methods as (two) simultaneous nuclear explosions. 2 A measurement, of the photon-photon total cross section, however, may in fact be within the scope of 'more mundane contemporary laboratory techniques and accelerators. The imaginary part of the forward photon elastic scattering would then follow from the optical theorem,of course, leaving only the real part to be found from dispersion relations or other extreme means.
Such a measurement may be possible by exploiting the phenomena of Coulomb production ( Fig., 1) in which an incoming beam particle (k) strikes a virtual photon (q) in the Coulomb field of a charged target particle Z and makes a final state f.
B the beam is highly relativistic and the energy of k is large compared to the t mass of k and the mass M* of the system f, then the reaction takes place with a very small momentum transfer and the virtual photon q may be thought of as a real photon. The process has a characteristic peak at very small q2, reflecting the very long range of the interaction. At high energy the very small value of q2 in the photon propagator may overcome the factor 01 = l/137 in the matrix element relative to processes taking place in the nuclear matter of the target. For the case where f is a single particle ("Primakoff Effect1t)3 the rate is related to the widths r(f -k + ti4 and with incident photons has been used to find the widths r (n'--+v) and f (q"--. m) . 5 Generalizations of the effect to an arbitrary system f may be envisaged, such as that recently proposed6 where f is chosen to be the n-a system in order to examine the 8-a interaction outside the range of other hadrons.
A basic result of the general analysis 42-67 is the following: If the process f -k + r exists for a real, q2 = 0 photon, then the Coulomb production process at high energy always has the form in the lab system regardless of the nature of the state f.
The qT and qL are the momentum transfer "transverse and parallel to the beam direction and we have used the fact that the energy transfer in the lab is negligible. 8 Equation (1) is a reflection of the fact that the reaction may be viewed from a frame, such as the rest frame of f, in which the field of the then fast moving target Z appears as a superposition of almost real transverse photons; .a relatively simple direct proof is given in Ref. 6 .
The significance of this result is that it leads us to expect that if we sum over al'1 states f of a given mass M *, the resulting summed cross section also has the form Eq. (l), with a coefficient given essentially by C,ojk + y--,f) = (+ * , at an M* given by W2 = (q + k)2.
f. Thus an observation of the target recoil spectrum at small momentum transfers can give cr(yk). This expectation is verified by a formal calculation as follows: Just as for the more familiar case of electroproduction, structure functions' may be defined for transitions induced by a photon on k to final states f. Summing over f and averaging over any polarization variable of the incident particle, we have in terms of nonsingular functions F6 and Fl
The Fl term is negligible since q2 is small. For a free photon on k we have which fixes F". When the same photon is exchange we have Coulomb production with a cross section in terms of lab quantities P is the three vector momentum of the recoiling target P2 in the lab while M is the mass of the target Z and P1 + P2 is the current (magnetic terms being neglected with q2 small) and T ~~ the tensor multiplying F. in Eq. 
(f-9 (6')
The expression (6) shows the characteristic form referred to above and can be considered a proof of the statement concerning Eq. (1). Equation (6') indicates that a counter at fixed eessentially observes a simple momentum spectrum: dcr/dP -l/P.
The very small value of qL obtainable at high energy is what makes it possible that the effect is observable.
Estimation of Eq. (6) for incident photons involves a guess for the total photonphoton cross sections at the energy M*. At low W this cross section should be dominated by y + y -eS + e-with" u(yy -e+e-) x 4x 2 [2J!n(M*/me)-l] w2 and Eq. (6) am.ounts to a description of the Bethe-Heitler process. The cross section here will be quite large, but with unmeasurably tiny recoils, and is presumably not interesting since the electron pair production process is well under- 
We can compare this with photoproduction of M* = 500 MeV pion pairs, the dominant competing process in this region. A bubble chamber result l2 at 4.7 GeV on hydrogen gives du dq2dM* M 0.1 pb/ GeV2 'MeV, a number which is probably decreasing somewhat with energy 13 .
Even on hydrogen then, it appears that the Coulomb production signal may not compare unfavorably with potential backgrounds and that a measurement of a(w) may be possible by this method. The main experimental problem would appear to be the observation of very small target recoils, which must be accomplished with a resolution 5 qL. Results" reported from Serpukhov at the Kiev Conference involvedusing a gas jet invacuum as a target with recoil proton resolution on the order of magnitude required 'here; perhaps a similar,'technique would be applicable.
Should experiments prove feasible with polarized photons, it would be possible to investigate the polarization dependence of the photon-photon cross section, since the virtual exchanged photon is polarized in the reaction plane. A polarization dependence would show up in the form of a term in cr(yy) varying as tep(k)(P1 +P2a)" that is, as k(k) l CJ~)~ since E(k) is purely transverse, A simple diffractive model would predict the absence of such a term, but it is entirely possible, particularly at low M;, that there is a strong polarization dependence.
We may also take k to be a pion or kaon to study cr(yK) or rr(y~~). For an incident high energy pion, for example, using the same conditions as for Eq. (7) / the kinematics are the same as for the photon, so taking ~(yrr) x Q! / M",= 140pb
gives at M* = 500 MeV and k = 20 GeV da dq2 dM* x 10 pb Z2 sin228 / GeV2 MeV (8) -6-Since the rate goes as k2 in do/dq2dM*, while the hadronic background must be constant or go down if total cross sections are not to grow, we can look forward to quite substantial effects at Batavia energies &J the necessary resolution is available to exploit the decrease in qL.
If these problems of observing a heavy slow moving recoil are resolved, the use of a high Z material as the target will, of course, increase the rates involved and enhance the Coulombic process relative to nuclear production. This is particularly true for pions (or kaons) producing relatively low mass M*'s since a coherent production selection rule 8,15 strongly suppresses the production of xx (or Kx) states. In the interaction of 15 GeV x-with Freon, for example, the coherent production at low M* is almost exclusively through the 37r channel. For M* between 500 to 800 MeV this cross section 16 is roughly doi'dq2dM* CC! 1.8 pb/Ge?' MeV, which should also be constant or slowly dropping with energy. Comparing *with Eq. (8) and considering that the effective Z of the material was like that of Fl, Z = 9, it would appear that the Coulomb processes is dominant at presently available energies.
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